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Guests to the culinary festival "Feel the Taste of the Balkan" held in the village of Oreshak will be able to try traditional specialties from the region of Troyan, prepared on site. The program also ...

"Feel the Taste of the Balkan" takes place in village of Oreshak
In the Philippines, Eid ul Fitr is known as Wakas ng Ramadan and their traditions are similar to those of most of Asia. Eid day starts with communal prayers, followed by khutba or sermon and later by ...

Shades of Eid celebration
The food scene in the German capital has become a melting pot for different Balkan communities – who share a common love of their region’s cuisine, while adding a Berlin flavour.

Turkey – Features
Our cookbook of the week is Simply Julia by Julia Turshen. To try a recipe from the book, check out: Breakfast nachos , red lentil soup dip , and any frozen fruit and cornmeal cobbler ...

In Simply Julia, Julia Turshen shares her easy, fun and nonjudgmental take on healthy comfort food
We have traveled a lot in the eastern half of the country for my upcoming cookbook and everywhere we go ... New Jersey and other areas where immigrants from the Balkans, Greece, Armenia or Turkey ...

Turkish simits arrive in New York
Renowned for its nourishing simplicity, Greek cuisine is considered among the ... lamb or pork and can be found throughout the Balkans and the Middle East. The fast food of previous generations ...

Best Greek food: 24 of the tastiest selections
Chef gives a special biryani and two other Indian cuisine recipes for Gulf News readers If you are part of or have ever visited a South Asian household you know exactly when mum's making biryani.

World's most expensive biryani? What makes this Indian dish served at a Dubai restaurant worth Dh1,000?
The second volume of her hugely popular “Magnolia Table” cookbook franchise sailed to the top of the New York Times list of the bestselling cookbooks in 2020. Ina Garten, the cooking doyenne ...

How the cookbooks of 2020 tell the stories of our pandemic kitchens
seasonal cuisine. On a clear day, it’s one of the few spots in Tokyo where you can see all the way to the iconic conical peak of Mount Fuji. Meanwhile at night, the glittering city lights spread ...

Seven of the world’s highest restaurants for panoramic dining
Many refugees from the Balkan wars sought safety in Montenegro. Its political system favored neither majorities nor minorities, a value system inherited from Yugoslavia. In 2017, Montenegro joined ...

Montenegro was a success story in troubled Balkan region - now its democracy is in danger
Welcome to our latest video series, Rerouted: The Balkans, which sees social media influencer and YouTuber Eva zu Beck discover the cultures, customs and traditions of Eastern Europe. Eva takes us ...

What is horinca? Learning to make the drink that doubles up as money.
BELGRADE, Serbia (AP) — The European Union started delivering EU-funded coronavirus vaccines Tuesday to the Balkans, a region that wants to join the 27-nation bloc but where China and Russia ...

EU delivers vaccine jabs to Balkans after China and Russia
Since the day Juniper & Ivy restaurant opened in Little Italy in March 2014, Anthony Wells has been a presence in the kitchen, climbing the culinary ladder from sous chef to chef de cuisine to the ...

Juniper & Ivy launching national search for next chef
The country’s historical cities, world-renowned cuisine and geographic beauty make ... Located in the southeastern corner of the Balkans, Bulgaria sits at the junction of Europe and Asia.

Millennial's Pick: Best Countries for Dating (Men)
The country’s historical cities, world-renowned cuisine and geographic beauty make ... Romania is the largest of the Balkan nations, tucked between Bulgaria and Ukraine in southeastern Europe ...

Millennials Pick: Best Countries to Live
Most Western Balkans countries — Albania, Croatia, Montenegro and North Macedonia — are NATO members. “This historic mission demonstrates our ability to serve as a strategic security partner ...

NATO military exercises launched in Albania
“We are on the right path to transform this country into the Western Balkans champion for tourism” Rama said Tuesday in an interview with The Associated Press. Pre-election polls have shown ...

Prime minister hopes to make Albania a 'tourism champion'
BELGRADE, Serbia (AP) — Protesters in Serbia rallied Saturday demanding that the government protect the environment in a Balkan nation that has seen record levels of air pollution and scores of ...
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